This paper presents the theoretical development and numerical results of a lifting-surface theory for calculating oscillating airforce coefficients for wing-winglet configurations and it follows the author's previous paper on the extension of Davies' T-tail theory for cruciform-tail configurations. The wing-winglet configurations are assumed to vibrate in a simple harmonic motion of infinitesimal amplitude in a subsonic airstream such that linearised aerodynamic theory is applicable for the analysis of the motion. The modes of displacement of the wing-winglet configuration may be either symmetric or antisysmmetric with respect to the centre-line of the configuration in the direction of the flow.
INTRODUCTION
A wing-winglet configuration is an aircraft wing where the wingtips are mounted with small winglet surfaces at an angle measured from the plane of the wing (Figure 1 ). Wing-winglet configurations are widely adopted in various aircraft designs for their aerodynamic efficiency, particularly of large long-haul commercial jets such as the Airbus and Boeing aircraft families.
The investigation of dynamic behaviour of wing-winglet configurations depends on accurate prediction of unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on the configurations in flight. In particular, it is essential that the oscillatory airforce coefficients are determined to enable aeroelastic investigation of the aircraft designed with wing-winglet configurations. While there has been concerted research effort in recent years to develop methods in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for predicting unsteady aerodynamic flows, routine application of these methods in aircraft design is still in its infancy and in some cases not yet practical because both the computational cost and turnaround time for an unsteady flow calculation are still quite considerable even on a modern supercomputer. On the other hand, the development of lifting surface method for calculating linearised oscillatory airforce coefficients for thin wings in subsonic flows has now reached maturity since the early work of Multhopp [l] and Garner [2] . The method, which has since been applied successfully in aircraft design evaluations, is based on approximating the loading distribution by polynomials in the wing coordinates which takes into account of the known singular behaviour of the loading at the edges of the wing and it differs from the doublet-or vortex-lattice method where the loading distribution is replaced by a distribution of concentrated loads on discrete panels of the wing. The method has been extended by Richardson [3] , Acum [4] and Davies [5] and further refined by others, notably, Garner and Fox [6] , Long [7] and Hewitt and Kellaway [8] who improved the accuracy of numerical integration of the spanwise integral representing the loading expression. Further method on improving the accuracy of the numerical integration of the integral was presented by Davies [9] and he subsequently applied the improved lifting surface theory in the calculation of oscillatory airforce coefficients for flat wing [l0] and T-tail configurations [ll] . While the formers deal with the calculation of aerodynamic forces on a single lifting surface, the latter theory, which is termed here the T-tail theory, takes into account for the first time of the interference effect of multiple lifting surfaces jointed at a common junction oscillating in a stream of subsonic airflow. The design application of Davies' lifting surface theory to dynamic response analysis of flexible aircraft was carried out by Benton, Bentley and Green [12] . The development of a program for the calculation of aerodynamic forces on multiple lifting surfaces in tandem such as canard configurations was given by Benton [13] . Further applications of lifting surface theory to the mathematical modelling of aircraft unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic responses was reported by the present author [14] .
Recently, the present author also reported the extended Davies' T-tail theory to deal with cruciform-tail configurations [15] . This paper presents a further development of Davies' T-tail theory to deal with wing-winglet configurations oscillating in symmetric or antisymmetric motion. A pair of linearised integral equations relating the load distributions on the wing and winglets to the normal air velocities on these surfaces is solved to give the loadings which are then used to compute the generalised airforce coefficients. The load distributions, which are approximated by linear combinations of given basic functions, must satisfy an equal loading condition at the wing-winglet junctions and as a consequence of the formulation of the theory the wing and winglets must have a common junction chord. The same unsteady lifting surface method, which involved the numerical integration of the integral equations relating the loading functions with the downwash boundary conditions, is used for calculating a new set of influence coefficients matrices which include the induced effects due to the presence of the winglet surfaces.
Oscillatory airforce coefficients for a typical wing-winglet configuration undergoing a set of simple harmonic modes have been computed using the present theory and the results are presented in tabulated form. Comparisons have been made between the present results and, as far as they are available, other results.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS 2.1. Preliminary Formulae
Consider the wing-winglet configuration shown in Figure l(a) . The wing and winglets are very thin and nearly plane and the configuration oscillates in a predetermined manner in a subsonic flow of speed V in which the inclinations of the surfaces to the mainstream direction is very small. A rectangular Cartesian axis system xyz is defined with the origin at the apex of the wing; the positive x direction is taken to be the mainstream flow direction, the positive y axis starboard and the positive z axis upwards. Assuming the amplitude of oscillation is small enough for linearised aerodynamic theory to be applied the wingwinglet surfaces may be replaced by intersecting plane surfaces of infinitesimal thickness, parallel to the mainstream direction, with the normal component of velocity across the surfaces known. The winglets BCHI and EDFG are identical thus making the whole configuration symmetrical in the plane xz. Figure 1 (b) shows a section through the configuration normal to the mainstream. The winglets are inclined at an angle α to the horizontal and the surfaces ABCDE, BCHI and EDFG will be denoted S 1 , S 2 and S 3 respectively with the spans corresponding to each surface being defined by s 1 , s 2 and s 3 ; positive normal directions to these surfaces are chosen as shown in the diagram. A local coordinate axis u, measured from the root of the winglets, has also been defined in order to facilitate the introduction of surface coordinates on the winglets.
When the wing-winglet configuration is oscillating, the displacements normal to the surfaces are taken to be positive in the directions indicated in Figure 1 (b) and the normal displacements at the time t are taken to be N (1) (x,y,t), N (2) (x,u,t) and N (3) (x,u,t) on the surfaces S 1 , S 2 and S 3 respectively.
Assuming the configuration oscillates in modes that can be numbered 1, 2, 3, ..., etc., the normal displacements for mode q can be written as:
where l is a typical linear dimension of the wing-winglet configuration, f q (1) (x, y), and f q (k) (x, u), k = 2, 3 are modal functions, and b q (t) is the qth generalised coordinate which determines the extent of the displacements of the wing-winglet configuration in the mode number q at the time t.
For simple harmonic oscillations, the function b q (t) may be expressed as
where ω is the circular frequency of the harmonic oscillation and b -q is normally a complex number but may be a real number but the functions f q (1) (x, y), and f q (k) (x, u), k = 2, 3 must all be real. Corresponding to displacements at points on S k , k = 1, 2, 3, given in equations (1)-(2), there are normal velocity components W (1) (x, y, t), and W (k) (x, u, t), k = 2, 3 at these points which may be expressed as (4) (5) where (6) (7) are scaled normal velocities, v = ωl/V is the frequency parameter and V is the speed of the main stream.
Corresponding to the normal velocity components W (1) (x, y, t), and W (k) (x, u, t), k = 2, 3, there are normal pressure forces L (1) (x, y, t), and L (k) (x, u, t) across the surfaces S 1 , and S k , k = 2, 3, respectively. These pressure forces are called the aerodynamic loadings on the surfaces and reckoned positive when the forces act in the positive normal directions to the surfaces. For harmonic oscillation in the qth mode, the normal pressure forces may be written as 
and on the winglet surfaces S 2 and S 3
where S k , c k , and e k ; k = 1, 2, 3 are the span, chord length, and x coordinate of the leading edge as functions of spanwise position of the surfaces S k , k = 1, 2, 3 respectively. Since the wing and winglet surfaces S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are images of each other in the plane y = 0,
Oscillations where the whole configuration heaves such that the displacements of BC and ED from their mean positions are equal in magnitude and sign will be considered symmetric and those where the configuration rolls about the x-axis such that the displacements of BC and ED from their mean positions are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign will be considered antisymmetric. As the wing planform is symmetric and the modes of oscillation to be considered will be either symmetric or antisymmetric then 
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Numerical computation of subsonic oscillatory airforce coefficients for wing-winglet configurations In accordance with Davies' lifting surface theory and notations used in Ref. [11] and by taking into consideration of equations (15) 
for symmetric motion for antisymmetric motion.
is the self-induced kernel function that relates the downwash induced on a lifting surface due to loading on the same surface and
is the kernel function that relates the downwash induced on a lifting surface due to loading on another lifting surface orientated at angular angle θ from the original surface. These two kernel functions for subsonic flow are defined by equations(2-20)-(2-21) in Ref.
[ll] and that
In order to approximate the loading functions, it is necessary to introduce interpolation polynomials h r (n) (ξ 0 ), r = 1(1)n, each of degree (n − 1) in ξ 0 on the wing and winglet surfaces in the chordwise direction and interpolation polynomials g s 
Numerical computation of subsonic oscillatory airforce coefficients for wing-winglet configurations Making use of these interpolation polynomials, the approximated loading functions l In order to ensure a unique solution for the loading functions in the evaluation of the integral equations (23)- (24), equations(33)-(34) impose the condition that they vanish at the trailing edges and have the correct singular behaviour near the outer edges of the surfaces. The coefficients A (1) q;r,s , r = 1(1)n, s = 1(1)m 1 and A (2) q;r,s , r = 1(1)n, s = 1(1)m 2 are to be determined so that l , s = 2(1)m 2 is such that the interpolation polynomials (29)-(31) have very convenient properties for our analysis where integrals involving these polynomials occur. These properties are that, for arbitrary functions f(ξ 0 ), k(σ 0 ) and k(η 0 ), 
(52) By an application of Flax's reverse flow theorem and variational principle in the same way as in Ref. [11] for the T-tail theory, it can be shown that Q pq differs from Q pq (v, M) by a quantity which is second degree and Q pq is stationary for first order variations of coefficients A (k) q;r, s , r = 1(1)n; s = 1(1)m k , k = 1, 2, with conditions(35)-(36) being satisfied and provided these coefficients are determined by the following equation 
M dxdu
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Numerical computation of subsonic oscillatory airforce coefficients for wing-winglet configurations whereL p (1) (x, y) andL p (2) (x, u) are the approximated loading functions on surfaces S k , k = 1, 2 analogous to those of equations(33)-(34) resulting from the wing-winglet configuration executing either symmetric or antisymmetric oscillations in stream of speed V in the negative x-direction, and the oscillations being such that the scaled normal velocities on the surfaces S k , k = 1, 2 are the modal functions f p (1) (x 0 , y 0 ) and f p (2) (x 0 , u 0 ). These loading functions can be expressed as (58) (59) where It should be noted also that as a consequence of symmetry of the configuration with respect to the plane y = 0 The above relations can be substituted into the expressions for the loading and the following formulae can be obtained
The relations given in equations (15), (16), (18), (20) and (69) to (72) can be used in equations (55), (65), (67) and (68) 
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RESULTS
Calculated results in the form of stiffness and damping matrices C and B for oscillatory motion of a typical transport aircraft wing-winglet configuration have been obtained, where the elements of the matrices C and B are defined by Q′ ij (v, M)/l 3 and Q′′ ij (v, M)/l 4 respectively, and (107) in the present method and they are compared with results using the doublet-lattice method (NLRI). The geometry of the wing-winglet configuration is shown in Figure 2 and the winglet coordinates are given as when the winglet has zero dihedral angle.
The configuration has been given a set of five rigid, oscillatory modes; symmetrical heave and pitch, and antisymmetrical sidesslip, roll and yaw Tables 1 to 4 give the comparisons between the NLRI results and those of the present wing-winglet program (WLETRAERO). The mesh (chordwise × spanwise) used in the NLRI calculations is such there are 5 × 16 panels inboard and 8 × 16 panels outboard of kink point E with denser spanwise mesh towards the wing tip on the wing and 8 × 7 panels on the winglet. The mesh used in WLETAERO calculations is 20 × 4 on the wing and 4 × 4 on the winglet. It can be seen that Tables 1 and 2 there are discrepancies in column 1 of the C matrix. However, because these numbers are relatively small compared with other columns of numbers, the degree of discrepancies is not entirely unexpected and might well attributed to the different mesh distributions between the two programs. For heave motion,
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Numerical computation of subsonic oscillatory airforce coefficients for wing-winglet configurations it is well known that the C matrix approaches zero more rapidly than the B matrix with decreasing frequency parameter and is also sensitive to mesh sizes. It should also be noticed that the doublet-lattice method adopted in NLRI does not enforce equal loading condition on the wing-winglet junction line which may also account for some of the discrepancies between the two sets of results. Apart from column 1 of the C matrix in Tables 1 to 4 , the overall agreement between NLRI and WLETAERO results are satisfactory.
CONCLUSIONS
Nunerical computation of oscillatory airforce coefficients in the form of stiffness and damping matrices normally used for aeroelastic analyses have been obtained for a typical aircraft wing-winglet configuration in either symmetric or antisymmetric modes of displacement. Comparisons of the results have been made against those from the NLRI program, the doublet-lattice method which has been widely used for aeroelastic analyses for many years.
The overall agreement between the results are satisfactory. It is worth mentioning that the present program may also be used to compute approximately the oscillatory airforce coefficeints for wings with a significant dihedral angle. The calculation can be achieved by taking an equivalent winglet planform to the wing of required dihedral angle and a very small main wing in the wing-winglet configuration. The capability of calulating oscillatory airforce coefficeints for wings with a significant dihedral angle has so far not been available in any of Davies' suite of programs.
